
CONTROLS

Player movements while gliding

Rotations and flips while in trick 
state

Air control while not in trick state

Sail up/down Attack mode

Tricks/poses while in the air



MOVEMENTS
While gliding, or when in the air with the sail up, 
the left joystick controls the direction of the player: 
tilt to the left to go to the left, tilt to the right to go 
to the right.

When a trick is initiated (pressing a button or tilting the right joystick), the player is in «trick state».
During trick state:
-the sail automatically goes down
-in the absence of input, the game will move the avatar towards a «neutral» state (board parallel to the ground, facing down the slope)
-if the avatar reaches the neutral state, and no more player input is detected, the sail goes up, and the player is now in the «air control» state

When in the air with the sail down, the left joystick 
controls the rotation of the player: tilt to the left or 
to the right to rotate to the left or to the right, , tilt 
to the up or down to flip frontwards or backwards.



TRICKS



TRICKS
The trick system is based on combination of the four basic inputs: 
UP/Y, LEFT/X, DOWN/A, RIGHT/B.

A trick can be as simple as one input:

It can also be two inputs in quick succession:



GRIND
Any element on which the player can grind is considered as a rail. When climbing on a rail, or landing on one, the avatar is automati-
cally put in the grind state.
While in grind state, the player can perform tricks, the same as in the trick state, the same way, and they can also rotate using the 
left joystick, on the horizontal axis only. Using the joystick up/down won’t have any effect.


